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Abstract. The new method is proposed to monitor the level of current physical load
and accumulated fatigue by several objective and subjective characteristics. It was applied
to the dataset targeted to estimate the physical load and fatigue by several statistical
and machine learning methods. The data from peripheral sensors (accelerometer, GPS,
gyroscope, magnetometer) and brain-computing interface (electroencephalography) were
collected, integrated, and analyzed by several statistical and machine learning methods (moment
analysis, cluster analysis, principal component analysis, etc.). The hypothesis 1 was presented
and proved that physical activity can be classified not only by objective parameters, but
by subjective parameters also. The hypothesis 2 (experienced physical load and subsequent
restoration as fatigue level can be estimated quantitatively and distinctive patterns can be
recognized) was presented and some ways to prove it were demonstrated. Several “physical
load” and “fatigue” metrics were proposed. The results presented allow to extend application
of the machine learning methods for characterization of complex human activity patterns (for
example, to estimate their actual physical load and fatigue, and give cautions and advice).
1. Introduction
Physiological signals can be categorized into cerebral (electroencephalography, functional
magnetic resonance imaging, etc.) and peripheral (heart rate, biological activity, temperature,
etc.) ones. Due to development of wearable electronics and Internet of Things, these complex
physico-chemical signals can be recorded and transmitted from various limbs, and then they
can be statistically analyzed as an integral set of multimodal human-machine interactions.
Quantifying the above mentioned mental and physical efforts is non-trivial task. The main
aim of this paper is to present the new approach to monitor the level of current physical
load and accumulated fatigue by several objective and subjective characteristics. The section
2.Background gives the very brief outline of the state of the art. The section 3.Experimental
contains the short characterization of experimental part related with main terms, parameters
and metrics. The section 4.Results reports about the results obtained and processed by some
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statistical and machine learning methods. The section 5.Discussion is dedicated to discussion
of the results obtained and lessons learned.
2. Background
The problem of estimation of the actual physical load and fatigue appeared from older times [1]
and nowadays it is evolved to the concrete challenges [2, 3, 4], especially in the context of
human-machine and machine-human interactions [5]. In older times the technical side of the
problem was related with limitations of data monitoring, collecting, processing, and representing
by the available tools. But now the rapid development of information and communication
technologies allow us to widen the range of the sensors and actuators, which are already become
de facto standard devices in the ordinary gadgets [6]. For example, sound, light, acceleration,
proximity, gesture, haptic, heart rate, and touch sensors are present in the majority of the
modern electronic gadgets like mobiles, tablets, etc. The fast increase of available sensors
in the recent decades determined the need for many more tacit and informative means for
representation of various characteristics of human behavior patterns, especially related with
physical activity and subsequent physical fatigue [7]. It is especially important for elderly care
applications [8] on the basis of the newly available information and communication technologies
with multimodal interaction through human-computer interfaces like wearable computing,
augmented reality, brain-computer interfaces, etc [9]. Recently several approaches of fatigue
estimation were proposed on the basis of multimodal human-machine interaction and machine
learning methods [11]. The valuable output can be obtained by usage of machine learning
and, especially deep learning techniques, which are recently used for analysis of human physical
activity [12]. Below, the approaches and metrics for their quantitative estimation are proposed
and discussed.
3. Experimental
The proposed method consists in monitoring the whole spectrum of human movements, which
can be estimated by Tri-Axial Accelerometer (TAA) and heartbeat/heartrate (HB/HR) monitor
in the modern smartphones, smartwatches, fitness-trackers, or other fitness-related gadgets (like
FitBit, Armour39, etc.) with an optional synergy with internal or external sensors in the
connected smartphone and data on ambient conditions in the smartphone. The main principle
is the paradigm shift: to go from “raw output data” (used in many modern accelerometry based
activity monitors) to the “rich post-processed (and, optionally, ambient-tuned) data” obtained
after smart post-processing and statistical (moment/cluster/bootstrapping) analyses with much
more quantitative parameters.
The typical usage scenarios for investigation and tests were as follows: a) heart rate and
heartbeat (HB/HR) activity; b) acceleration activity for different exercises; c) cumulative
information from several sensors, including sensors in smart glasses and brain-computer interface
(BCI) on a head (Fig. 1b) (not covered in detail here [9]).
The measurements of the general activity patterns for the human body (as a whole) and
human limbs (separately) were performed on the basis of TAA in smartphone and HB/HR
monitor in Armour39 by Under Armour heart rate monitor. The attachment points were used
in the same way like it was explained above: a) on the arm (during writing, web-surfing, etc); b)
on the limbs during walking and running; c) near the palm; d) on the head (to estimate static
fatigue on neck bone). The cheap standard elastic wristbands were used for these tests.
The following experimental setups (Fig. 1a) were used where the person under investigation
performed several mental and physical actions and several sensoric data channels were used to
measure his/her response. The most promicing feedback as to the mental activity and efforts
can be obtained by the advanced experimental setup with the more specific and accurate devices
on the basis of multichannel brain-computer interface like OpenBCI, which is an open source
brain-computer interface platform, created by Joel Murphy and Conor Russomanno [13] (see
Fig. 1b). In the similar way the more specific information now is gathered by the locally situated
muscle sensors (like Myoware [14]) and heart rate monitors (breast heart monitor and wrist heart
monitor like Hexiwear [15]) (Fig. 1b).
Tri-Axial Accelerometer
(inside smart glasses)
Heartbeat/heartrate
monitor
Brain-computing
interface
a)
Accelerometer +
Heart Monitor
(Hexiwear watch)
Muscle
activity
monitor
(MyoWare)
Brain-
computer 
interface
(OpenBCI)
b)
Figure 1. Experimental setup to measure mental and physical efforts: (a) basic
configuration, and (b) extended experimental setup to measure brain (brain-computer interface
by OpenBCI [13]), muscle (electromyography (EMG) sensors by MyoWare [14]), and heart
activities (heart monitor by Hexiwear [15]) to measure mental and physical efforts(this option
is reserved for the future research) [9].
The post-processing and statistical analysis of the raw data given by various TAA and
HB/HR monitors was performed for various physical activities. Several statistical methods
(moment, bootstrapping and cluster analyses), which were successfully used before for other
mathematical [16] and physical [17, 18] applications, were applied for the data supplied
by TAA and HB/HR monitor. The conceptual idea of the statistical analysis behind the
proposed approach is described in the following scheme on Fig. 2. Its essence is the paradigm
shift: to go from raw output data (left and right columns in Fig. 2) (used in many modern
accelerometry based activity monitors) to the rich post-processed (and, optionally, ambient-
tuned) data (central column) obtained after smart post-processing and statistical analysis (with
much more quantitative parameters).
4. Results
4.1. Accelerometry data channel
The time series of accelerations measured during movements of human body were considered
as statistical samplings. Then the distribution of acceleration values in these samplings
were analyzed by calculation of mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. Below
the experimental data on various human activities (symbolic icons note the type of activity)
are shown for: 2 parameters mean-standard deviation (Fig. 3a) and 3 parameters kurtosis-
skewness-standard deviation (std) (Fig. 3b), which could be extended to the more number of
parameters. Due to differences in statistical parameters of these distributions, some activities
can be classified, i.e. divided into groups (colored ellipses) with the similar values of the
acceleration distribution parameters: the active (sports, housework, walking) (blue ellipse),
Figure 2. The conceptual idea (the paradigm shift) of the statistical analysis behind the
proposed technology: to go from “raw output data” (left and right columns) (used in many
modern accelerometry based activity monitors) to the “rich post-processed (and, optionally,
ambient-tuned) data” (central column) obtained after smart post-processing and statistical
analysis (with much more quantitative parameters).
moderate (writing, sitting) (green ellipse) and passive (web surfing, reading, sleeping) (brown
ellipse) behavior (Fig. 3).
As one can see, activities can be classified in more details, i.e. divided into groups with the
similar values of the acceleration distribution parameters (mean, standard deviation, kurtosis,
skewness, etc.) (Fig. 3). The different types of activity are denoted also by the symbolic self-
explanatory icons.
4.2. Heart rate/Heart beat data channel
The similar approach was applied for estimation of the workload during exercises and its influence
on heart. The crucial aspects of this approach are as follows:
(i) the absolute values of heart rates (heartbeats) for the same workload are volatile and
sensitive to the person (age, gender, physical maturity, etc.) and its current state (mood,
accumulated fatigue, previous activity, etc.) – what should be done: in contrary, their
distributions should be used instead of some limited values;
(ii) the heart rate values are actually integer values with 2-3 significant digits and not adequately
characterize the volatile nature of heart activity (because the heart rate is actually the
reverse value of the heartbeat multiplied by 60 seconds and rounded to integer value) –
what should be done: in contrary, heartbeats in milliseconds should be used, because they
contain 3-4 significant digits and their usage gives 10 times higher precision and much more
informative.
a) b)
Figure 3. Conceptual idea as to multiparametric moment analysis: activities can be classified
in more details, i.e. divided into groups (colored ellipses) with the similar values of the
acceleration distribution parameters: the active (sports, housework, walking) (blue ellipse),
moderate (writing, sitting) (green ellipse) and passive (web surfing, reading, sleeping) (brown
ellipse) behavior.
This method allows us to determine the level of workload and recovery after other types of
exercise (for example, walking upstairs up to 13th floor, here) from the moments diagrams of
the heartbeat distribution vs. exercise time for various workloads (Fig. 4a) and metrics plots
(Fig. 4b). The exercise was like: 1 min of rest + 3.45 min of walking upstairs (13 floors) + 5
min of rest. Again, the slopes of metric increase and decrease can be used to characterize the
accommodation and recovery levels during these exercises.
The following metrics were used to characterize the accommodation and recovery levels during
these exercises: the distance from the normal distribution on the moments diagram (Metric1)
and the distance from the uniform distribution on the moments diagram (Metric2). The plots
in Fig. 5 show evolution of the two metrics of the heartbeat distributions vs. exercise time for
rest staying during 5 min (Fig. 5a) and exercise (Fig. 5b) for the well-trained person (male, 47
years). The exercise was like: 1 min of rest + 3.45 min of walking upstairs (14 floors) + 5 min
of rest.
This method also allows us to observe influence of workload and recovery after exercise from
the moments diagrams of the heartbeat distribution functions vs. exercise time for various
workloads Fig. 6: a) 0.5 kg (very low load), b) 1 kg (comfort load), c) 3 kg (high load). Each
point denotes the sampling containing several hundreds neighboring measurements obtained by
sliding window method. During exercise (from the start point S to the end point E in Fig. 6)
the sampled distributions start from the position of the uniform distribution and with load go
through the zone of beta-distributions. During relaxation (after the end point E in Fig. 6) the
sampled distributions go through the zone of Weibull distributions and tend to the rest state
near the location of the normal distribution. The trajectory for the higher workload (the higher
weight of dumbbell) has tendency to the higher curvature in the region of Weibull distribution,
which is usually used for description of the numerous critical processes from the point of view
of weak-link interpretation [10, 16, 18].
4.3. Correlation Analysis
To investigate the potential dependencies (Fig.7) between the observed data and parameters of
the physical activities, the correlation analysis was performed for the several parameters of the
a) b)
Figure 4. Moments diagrams of the heartbeat distribution vs. exercise time for rest staying
during 5 min (a), and walking upstairs (b) for the well-trained person (YU, male, 47 years).
The exercise was like: 1 min of rest + 3.45 min of walking upstairs (13 floors) + 5 min of rest.
Legend: Size of blue symbol (current moments of heartbeat distribution) increases with time
of exercise. Red color point – initial position (near normal distribution). Rose color cloud of
points – results of bootstrapping analysis.
a) b)
Figure 5. Monitoring the adaptation of person to loads by metrics for various typed of activities:
(a) rest state, (b) walking up stairs. Legend: black line – Metric1, red line – kurtosis, blue line
– square of skewness.
physical activities of various types (walking, running, skiing):
• objective: distance, duration, velocity, pace, and the combined metric based on the previous
parameters (for example, MetricD = pace*pace);
• subjective: average heart rate, maximal heart rate, statistical parameters of accelertion
distributions (mean, std, skewness, kurtosis), and the combined metric based on the previous
parameters (for example, Metric1 and Metric 2 that were mentioned above).
The well-known correlation between the objective parameters (distance and duration of
a) b)
c)
Figure 6. Heartbeats vs. exercise time for dumbbell curl for bicep: (a) lower load (0.5 kg),
(b) medium load (1.0 kg), (c) higher load (3.0 kg). Exercises: after 1 min of rest, dumbbell
curl for biceps up to fatigue, 10 min of rest (recovery phase). Legend: Size of blue symbol
(current moments of heartbeat distribution) increases with time of exercise. Red color point –
initial position (near normal distribution). Rose color cloud of points – results of bootstrapping
analysis. S – start of exercise, and E – end of exercise.
a) b) c)
Figure 7. Correlation results for the data obtained by multimodal channels like acceleration
and heart activity.
Table 1. Mean Residual Deviance (MRD) and mean absolute error (MAE) for training,
validation, and prediction stages of machine learning shown in Fig. 8.
Parameters Validation Prediction
MAE MRD MAE MRD
Subjective+Objective parameters(all): 0.23 0.07 0.24 0.11
Distance, Duration, Velocity, Pace, MetricD, AHR,
MHR, Std, Skewness, Kurtosis, Metric1, Metric2
Subjective + Objective parameters: 0.39 0.27 0.32 0.13
Distance, Duration, AHR, MHR
Subjective parameters (heart): AHR, MHR 0.44 0.23 0.20 0.05
Subjective parameters (acc): Std, Skewness, Kurtosis 0.59 0.67 0.99 0.99
Metric1, Metric2
Subjective parameters (acc): Std, Skewness, Kurtosis 0.63 0.56 1.07 1.16
training) and some heart-related parameters, actually average heart rate AHR) and maximal
heart rate (MHR), were observed (Fig.7a). To find the correlation between the heart-related
parameters (AHR, MHR) and fatigue after exercise the muscle tremors were measured by
accelerometry. Despite the low correlation (Fig.7b) between the heart-related parameters
(during exercise) and parameters of acceleration distributions (after exercise), the better
correlation (Fig.7b) was observed between the objective parameters (distance and duration of
training) and parameters of acceleration distributions (after exercise). These results are not
persuasive for any reliable conclusions, but were incentive for the continuation of investigations
of links between objective parameters of load and subjective health parameters.
4.4. Machine Learning
Recently, various machine learning approaches were applied to characterize the human behavior
patterns and perform health and fatigue diagnostics [11, 12]. To investigate the experimental
data on human activity several open-source machine learning networks were analyzed, tested [22,
23, 24], and then applied for linear regression model analysis and deep learning analysis. The
aim was to train the deep learning network on the set of the physical exercise data and predict
the type of activity (walking, running, skiing) from the set of the aforementioned objective and
subjective parameters. The training results obtained by application of various machine learning
methods, actually, by deep learning neural networks [24], for the data obtained by multimodal
channels (acceleration and heart activity) are shown in Fig. 8. The training (blue) and validation
(yellow) rates with epochs of machine learning are shown on the left plots (Fig. 8a,c,e), and the
key parameters and their relative influence on training the neural network are shown on the
right plots (Fig. 8b,d,f).
The precision of validation and prediction was estimated and characterized by Mean Residual
Deviance (MRD) and mean absolute error (MAE) for various combination of objective and
subjective parameters (Table 1).
To compare the results obtained by deep learning neural network (DNN) with the standard
approaches, the linear regression model (LRM) was used and the results of predictions made by
LMR and DNN were compared by the confusion matrix and calculation of accuracies (Fig. 9).
Finally, analysis of losses was performed for both models with the various sets of parameters
(Fig. 10). Despite the tendency to learn from the training data, the loss is very high for most
combinations of parameters, and the abrupt decrease of the loss for two of these combinations
a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
Figure 8. The training (blue) and validation (yellow) rates with epochs of machine learning (the
left plots), and the key parameters and their relative influence on training the neural network
are shown on (the right plots).
(blue and red colors in Fig. 10a) is just illustration of over-training, but not the mark of the
very reliable model. The more reliable results by DNN can be obtained for the bigger number
of parameters like it was demonstrated in Fig. 10b. They correspond to the highest accuracy
values obtained by DNN (the first and third bars in Fig. 9).
5. Discussions
The obtained results had shown that some essential features of general activity can be
distinguished and classified by the proper statistical analysis developed by us, namely: a) types
of activity, i.e. from passive (sitting, writing, browsing, etc.) to active (walking, house keeping,
Figure 9. Accuracy of predictions made by LRM and DNN approaches for the various sets of
parameters.
a) b)
Figure 10. Loss during DNN training for various combination of parameters.
etc.), and to very active (physical training, running, biking, etc.); b) quantitative estimation of
intensity of activity; c) frequency and cumulative distribution of activities with time; d) energy
spectrum of activities.
The tests with HB/HR monitor had shown that usage of HB/HR monitor allows us to find
the following additional aspects: to monitor differences in heart activity (at exercise, recovery,
rest) and distinguish low/high load patterns in heart recovery not only by direct comparison
of the absolute values (heart rate and heartbeat), but by statistical analysis their distributions
from the moments diagram. The results obtained by HB/HR monitoring could be especially
valuable in combination with data on the well-known heart rate variability dependence on the
physical load [19].
These results allow us to make the previous conclusions that the parameters of the
preprocessed data can provide the more targeted and sensitive characteristics (in comparison
to raw data) of the response to the physical load, which was proved to be fruitful for other
data mining purposes also [20]. Application of machine learning methods to train and recognize
intensity of the aforementioned nonverbal communication allowed us to analyze the physical
load on the persons under various objective parameters (for example, like distance, duration,
velocity, etc. of walking, running, skiing) by these multimodal channels (acceleration, heart
activity). But despite the current hype in deep learning domain, at the moment the results
demonstrated here are not strong enough to be considered seriously for applications. The big
potential of improvement is unavoidably related to availability of the much bigger dataset than
the dataset used in this work. Also these results open several questions as to the possible ways for
generation and estimation of the physical load and related fatigue in addition to other available
work in this domain, especially on the basis of smartphones and other gadgets [21].
6. Conclusions
The main achievement is the multimodal data measured can be used as a training dataset
for measuring and recognizing the intensity and physical load on the person by means of
the machine learning approaches. The estimation of the mental load is the open question
yet, because the 1-channel BCI device (MindWave Mobile by NeuroSky) is not precise and
statistically reliable for the solid conclusions, but our previous analysis [9] shown that usage
of the more powerful BCI devices (like multichannel OpenBCI [13]) and EMG devices (like
EMG-sensors by MyoWare [14]) can be very promising in this context. The previous results
demonstrate that usage of multimodal data sources (like wearable accelerometer, heart monitor,
muscle movements monitor, brain-computer interface) along with machine learning approaches
can provide the deeper understanding of the usefulness and effectiveness of this approach. In
addition, one of the more interesting ways of further research would be creating algorithms for
mapping behavioral patterns to “action semantics” with complex categories or structures like
“leisure activity after home or office or sport activity some time ago”. Nevertheless, the presented
ideas can be applied for the further investigation of the physical load and related fatigue for
the real use cases. It is especially important to increase the range of ways of understanding the
rich set of other activities like eye blinking, facial gestures, body gestures, and body movements.
In addition to the numerous other approaches [3, 4], this approach open the new opportunities
to exploit multimodal communication channels in different and personalized way, where each
behavioral pattern can be trained by machine learning and recognized for the purposes of users,
for example, to help in health care for elders or people with disabilities.
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